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Emotional remedies are for mind sets that may have happened from birth, experience or 

memory. Borna Viruses, Consciousness Clearing Combinations and Destiny Connection Remedies 
are all based upon specific viruses that block or exaggerate different emotions. 

 
Even the mind set has a vibration and these remedies are based on that vibration. While some 

of the remedies play into emotions, the group often helps those emotional rough places in life.  
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There are some that say all 
conditions of ill health are based on 
emotions. There is much truth in the 
statement. It is also true that the 
thought that all emotions concerning 
just ourselves are the basis of ill health 
is short of the mark. 

We see Western emotional 
views as very shallow. In the American 
Indian tradition all decisions for large 
changes in the group are done with the 
consultations of the elders that have 
passed over – by up to 7 generations. 
Many groups run on the basis of time-
honored tradition, which is part of what 
defines a group or a civilization. Many 
have made vows in another existence 
that they are still living this lifetime. 
Some have made agreements with 
groups that seem to only be in our 
history, but live in a deeper part of our 
honor, our commitments and our 
sense of destiny. The achievements 
and failures of our ancestors are 
recorded in our bones and chemistry. 

For these reasons we believe 
that it is wise to concentrate on, search 
for and find our purpose in life. Each of 
us has a purpose for incarnating. 
Somewhere deep inside we know that. 
We need to live that purpose in order 
to be truly fulfilled and happy. The 
world needs us to live our purpose 
because each of us has something 
valuable to contribute to the world. It 
does not make sense to be blinded by 
society’s fads, commercialism and 
conflicts. It does make sense to do 
what we came to do and not waste a 
lifetime in superficial existence. 
 

 In previous seminars we have spoken of 
remedies that have changed lives for the better. 
Herein we record some of those discoveries. 
 Many of the people attracted to a different 
way of achieving health have a streak of 
independence in them. Some have 
Penituberculosis which controls their chemistry in a 
way that controls their life. They are forced to lead 
their lives in a way that protests, although they may 
not necessarily use that word. They are forced to go 
counter culture, when sometimes the culture has 
value. They may have learned coping skills and be 
graceful about it . . . or not. They simply cannot get to 
their potential in creation and in the full creation of 
their life purpose as long as they are protesting. It 
often takes over 7 Mega bottles to eliminate this 
combination from the liver and it is worth whatever 
the number of bottles. 
 The remedy Safe is for those who do not feel 
safe, protected or nurtured sufficiently in the world. 
We have seen people physically shake when they 
just take hold of the bottle. Others tell us that they 
began to settle into the world and stop fearing or 
defending so much. 
 The remedies Brain Broil, Brain Nibble, 
Brain Crowd, Bejel, Pinta and Yaws all free the 
mind so much that people feel that they have lost a 
wet blanket that has been over their head. Some are 
not listed on the following list but they are still 
emotionally valuable, as well as mentally freeing. 
 Shock has imbedded itself in many adrenals 
and been forgotten. Yet it continues to deteriorate 
your energy and emotions. Grief and Fear can also 
be tucked away. They play into your sense of Worth. 
Trust and Doubt have lifted bricks off people’s 
hearts. 
 Finally, if you want emotional stability, go to 
the sections about Diabetes and blood sugar. The 
more stable your blood sugar the more stable your 
emotions. 
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ACON ACONITE  H 
Severe, soul-deep shocks, sometimes associated with 
severe physical shocks. Physical & mental restlessness 
accompanied with fear. 

AD ESTR ANTIBODY DISSOLVE 
ESTRANGEMENT  MVB 

A weak thymus makes a "killer cell" for a part of the brain 
that makes social connection and compatibility with family 
and friends. This remedy antidotes the "killer cell" so that 
the brain again connects and the subject achieves natural 
social connections. 

AMG ABN AMYGDALOMA-
ABANDONMENT  MVB 

Judgments about the world made usually around age 4 are 
made in the amygdala, the organ that balances emotions 
and reason. At that age the thoughts are usually about the 
child's interface with love on earth. Negative thoughts are 
virtually broadcasted for the whole life into the endorphin/ 
hormone structure. Much of our body and systems will form 
around them. They often are broadcasted so often that they 
cause amygdaloma and are locked into the system. Treat 
these like any other lump with retroviruses, Coxsackie's, etc. 
and free the whole body for new structure from the indicated 
thought. In this thought form some member of the family 
leaves either by death, divorce or substance from alcohol to 
sugar imbalances. The child feels that the carriers of love 
will always abandon them and carries the pattern into the 
rest of the life. 

AMG INS AMYGDALOMA-
INSUFFICIENCY  MVB 

Judgments about the world made usually around age 4 are 
made in the amygdala, the organ that balances emotions 
and reason. At that age the thoughts are usually about the 
child's interface with love on earth. Negative thoughts are 
virtually broadcasted for the whole life into the endorphin/ 
hormone structure. Much of our body and systems will form 
around them. They often are broadcasted so often that they 
cause amygdaloma and are locked into the system. Treat 
these like any other lump with retroviruses, Coxsackie's, etc. 
and free the whole body for new structure from the indicated 
thought. In this thought form the child felt insufficient to bring 
love into a family for the child to feel loved. 

AMG MLC AMYGDALA 
MALACIA  MVB 

With age we often see the amygdala soften. 
Correspondingly so does desire, engorgement of sexual 
organs and ambition. The most common sign is teariness 
when telling or recalling emotional stories and memories. 

AMG SA 
AMYGDALA 
SCLEROSIS - 
AXONS 

5-6 MVB 

A disease causes the axons within the amygdala to 
harden. It was first seen to cause unreasonable lack 
of stability. Examples are unreasonable jealousy, 
vindictiveness, envy, loss of thought and concept 
maintenance (the subject once knew better, but 
somehow forgets the understanding). It is hard for the 
subject to have self confidence. Subjects often have a 
large concentration on self appearance. Many 
concerns about status and what others will think of 
them. Despair and depression is common. 

AMG 
STR 

AMYGDALA 
STRETCH 5-6 MVB 

For an elongated amygdala at birth. It causes self-
degradation, lack of self respect and attracts abuse. It 
looks like elements of depression. The remedy helps 
the expression of natural talents by removing the self-
defacing and denial of ability. 

AMG 
TRQ 

AMYGDALA 
TORQUE 5-6 MVB 

For a twisted amygdala at birth. If twisted clockwise, 
the subject can't make enough money and/or can't 
keep enough money earned. Some subjects can't use 
money wisely and are often in the wrong investment.  
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If the twist is counterclockwise, the subject lacks 
confidence. Some have a propensity to leave the 
body.  It is possible to have torques in both directions. 

AMG VLT AMYGDALOMA-
VIOLATED  MVB 

Judgments about the world made usually around age 4 are 
made in the amygdala, the organ that balances emotions 
and reason. At that age the thoughts are usually about the 
child's interface with love on earth. Negative thoughts are 
virtually broadcasted for the whole life into the endorphin/ 
hormone structure. Much of our body and systems will form 
around them. They often are broadcasted so often that they 
cause amygdaloma and are locked into the system. Treat 
these like any other lump with retroviruses, Coxsackie's, etc. 
and free the whole body for new structure from the indicated 
thought. In this thought form the child believes they were 
violated either by incest, rape, ridicule or chastisement, 
usually by the parents. Regardless of the reality, the child 
will feel the whole world will violate him or her and ratifies 
the belief by attracting or imagining the scenario through life. 

AMYG 
AL 

AMYGDALOMA 
ALONE 5-6 MVB 

The subject feels alone in the universe. It is a terror, 
pervasive to all parts of the life, that paralyzes deep 
emotions. The subject feels like a tortured/tormented 
soul.  Friends, family, work, etc. act as distractions 
from feeling this cold separation from a meaning to 
the subject's very existence. Worse with Alone 
Monster (a Borna Virus Combination). This antidote 
can substantially change lives. 

ANGER ANGER  E Locked in emotions that need help bringing out. 

BET TK BETTER THINKING  V A virus that causes confused thinking and processing. 

BET TK2 BETTER THINKING 2  V A virus that causes confusion, paranoia, disorientation, 
extreme forgetfulness and anger. 

BET TK3 BETTER THINKING 3  MVB 
A thymus remedy for making a phagocyte that eats amyloid 
(found in all cases of Alzheimer's and most cases of 
dementia).  

BET TK4 BETTER THINKING 4   
A specific enzyme that eats amyloid deposits. It is designed 
to support BET TK3 until naturally made phagocytes can 
complete the amyloid destruction permanently. 

BH RBC BLOOD HEALER RED 
BLOOD CELLS  P 

A spirochete that is attracted to weakened red blood cells, 
especially prevalent in bone infections and blood diseases. 
It compounds red blood cell difficulties by eating the good 
red blood cells as well as the weakened red blood cells. 
When taking the remedy in the first two bottles there is a 
strange apathy stage in which sustained activity or activity in 
the face of adversity is difficult. You feel like you don't want 
to fight it or you don't want to exert yourself in projects. The 
stage passes. 

BRIBRI BERIBERI  D 
Vitamin B1 deficiency that often causes mental confusion 
and forgetfulness.  Often with other brain issues. 
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BRN B&S BRAIN BROIL AND 
SIMMER  MVB 

A double bacteria infection in the brain that is not lethal or 
demanding. However, it makes the subject defiant to all statements 
of authority and absolutes, even when they are true and helpful. 
The life feels like it is always "cooking" on broil. There is feeling of 
many issues in the world that are not resolved very directly apply to 
the subject far more personally than is true. The infection makes a 
sense of constant turmoil which will noticeably decrease as the 
infection goes away. It is very difficult to learn with this condition. It 
is far too easy to rebel and fight when it is usually unnecessary and 
needlessly controls thoughts, emotions and happiness. 

BRN BRL BRAIN BROIL  B 

A form of spirochete leprosy that can invade any part of the 
brain including Pituitary, Hypothalamus. Thalamus and 
Epithalamus. In this area the bacteria has a feeling for the 
subject that some part of their body and life is broiling. The 
condition leads to adrenal and thyroid exhaustion. 

BRN CRD BRAIN CROWD  B 

A bacteria that invades the brain and swells to the point 
where other brain cells are crowded out of their function. 
Often seen with CEL SEN as well as weight issues. Very 
common. 

BRN DRK BRAIN DARK  MBF A mass that crowds the pineal causing forms of paranoia 
and a gate of entry for negativity. 

BRN NIB BRAIN NIBBLE  VF 

A slow acting pathogen that deteriorates brain function. It 
causes a multitude of weaknesses in the function of the 
body. It can cause argumentative personalities, very critical 
attitudes and a variety of memory problems. It is included in 
broader spectrum remedies such as CEL SEN and CEM 
SEN. 

BRN WI BRAIN WAVE 
INTEGRITY  MVB 

An antidote to broadcasted signals that interrupt the 
thalamus and all memory processes. It becomes hard to 
remember systems, numbers, time, etc. The interruption 
even goes deeper to the very foundation of what you love 
and why. The depth of disassociation causes an anger and 
confusion so pervasive in the life that the subject has trouble 
identifying why they are upset. Physically there is a thick 
feeling in the head, sometimes a sore throat, sometimes a 
cough and sometimes a runny nose. Although technically 
different, this remedy belongs in the category of chemtrails. 

BRS HI BRAIN SUGAR HIGH  MVB 

A pancreas/adrenal disease that on the low end fills the 
brain with sugar and on the high end floods the brain with 
sugar. The adrenals under stress cause the overfill. It is 
good for non-stressful mental stamina until the body 
becomes tired and the overload makes you light-headed. 
Localized headaches that often change locations are a 
major clue. Infections by fungi and yeasts are common. 
Easy production of mucous in cold air while sleeping is 
common. There is a strange phenomena of decreasing 
sensitivity to homeopathics observed with this issue. 

BRS LOW BRAIN SUGAR LOW  MVB 

A pancreas/adrenal disease that insufficiently converts 
glucagon and glycogen into brain food. The condition is 
stimulated by adrenal demand for sugar energy. This is a 
basis for stress-induced blacking out, some forms of 
narcolepsy and most forms of seizures. As this takes hold, 
very little stress is needed to activate it and starve the brain. 
Thirst with tiredness is a major clue. Light sleepers are a 
minor clue. Alcohol affects it by reducing pancreatic ability to 
convert sugar in general. Easy mucous production with cold 
air while sleeping is a major clue. 
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BTR ANT  BETRAYAL 
ANTIDOTE  E 

For those who carry deep thoughts, usually buried, of 
BETRAYAL - usually by God and/or someone who 
represents God to them. 

CALM CALM   For calm during change that entails confusion, instability 
and anxiety. 

CLOSFB CLAUSTROPHOBIA  E Fear of closed spaces caused by Syphilis miasm in the 
pituitary and several bacteria. 

CMPNY COMPANY  E For the feeling of loneliness 

CNS MST CONSCIOUSNESS 
MASOCHIST  E 

This feels to the subjects like whenever they get close to 
reuniting with their sense of consciousness, flow of life or 
union with the universe, they need to attract an influence 
that will beat them back out of that realization. The base fear 
of attainment is often based on a past life travesty when 
consciousness was realized and the subject was punished 

CON ANG CONTRAIL ANGER  VB 
Combination that "eats" the liver and white blood cells 
simultaneously so that anger often accompanies both 
digestive difficulties and immune loss. 

CON AVD CONFLICT 
AVOIDANCE  MVB 

Some would rather avoid acknowledgement of intolerable 
situations or anything worse just to avoid conflict. This 
remedy helps shift the attitude to calling a situation as it is. 
The process does not necessarily bring conflict, but instead 
focuses on solution. 

CON DES CONTRAIL 
DESPONDENCY  CVB Makes person tired, apathetic and very irritated. 

Uncharacteristic thoughts of suicide often arise. 

CORECT CORRECT  E SHAME usually comes from feeling wrong in the eyes of 
God and unacceptable to self and others.  Often buried. 

CTRL IN CONTROL 
INTOLERANCE  E 

A triple liver infection led by the grain mycotoxin, 
deoxynivalenol. The subject inwardly (and often outwardly) 
bristles about being controlled or manipulated. The infection 
often makes a person a loaner, even though they like other 
people. It's a hot button in relationships when there is even 
a thought of either emotion. The combination infection 
makes blood sugar rise. 

DISGST DISGUST  E 

The emotion can be general or specific or both. It lodges in 
the Insula of the brain and negatively affects the limbic 
system. Some believe it causes the "fat switch" to turn on. It 
may be further guided by a sense of superiority over others 
or a judgment of others being inferior to the subject. 
Superiority/Inferiority in some manner plays a large role in 
this emotion. The emotion is a remarkable block to love, 
evolution, spirituality and success. 

DMND OV DEMAND OVERFLOW  MVB 

We all have demands placed on us. We all have different 
overflow points based on our judgments of our abilities to 
meet the demands. A mother with 1 or more children has 
24/7 demands. If she has a childhood memory of being (or 
feeling) inadequate, her overflow point will be earlier than a 
mother without such self-judgments. Overwhelming 
demands on us overwhelm our adrenals, our thymuses and 
our pituitaries. The result is exhaustion, edginess, 
overweight and hormonal upsets that cause depression and 
infection. 

DOUBT DOUBT  E 
Doubt about who we are and our ability to find and do what 
we came to do. 
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DRAC DRACUNCULIASIS  P Eats blood often causing chalky complexion.  Possessors 
lose sense of security. 

DSPNT DISAPPOINTMENT  E 

Disappointments in life may not be conscious (i.e. person is 
not aware of disappointment) or may have been dismissed 
as history. They carry an underlying sadness and distrust of 
many things as well as people. There is a reluctance to get 
involved with some relationships or efforts for fear the 
disappointment will be repeated. 

DTX SHK DETOX SHOCK 5-6 MVB 

Detoxing becomes nauseous, dizzy, panicky, face swells, 
ear membrane swells; can breath but can't swallow, roof of 
mouth swells, upper eyelids tighten (is same in anaphylactic 
shock). The body swells if it doesn't move. Water flushes 
toxins and makes the body swell, so there is an aversion to 
drinking water. If the subject does not move toxins, the 
toxins exit through the skin. Muscles torque bones. This was 
found to have strong emotional release value after abuse 
history. 

EB FEML ENJOY BEING   
FEMALE  MVB Removes blocks in the liver that prevents a woman from 

enjoying being a female. 

EB MALE ENJOY BEING MALE  MVB Removes blocks in the liver that prevents a man from 
enjoying being male. 

EB YOU ENJOY BEING YOU  MVB Removes blocks in the liver that prevents a person from 
enjoying being themselves. 

EMO CLR EMOTIONAL 
CLEARING  MVB 

A physical condition of the pons of the brain that holds the 
judgments, hurts and shocks that we call negative emotions. 
The blockage prevents emotional processing and often 
prevents physical healing of other parts of the body. 
Emotional upsets in the life will spur this condition to cause 
diseases by interrupting nerve flow and prevent healing for 
the same reason. Women often feel this condition. Men 
need to know the blockage is like a kink in a garden hose of 
the mind. 

EMO RSP EMOTIONAL 
RESPONSE  E 

For the negative physical effect on the connection of 
hormones and nerves in response to an overload of 
emotions. The response may build slowly and be cumulative 
to a number of emotions. Part of the symptoms are back 
pains, hair loss, low libido, sexual dysfunction, digestive 
upset, frequent urination, tinnitus and eyesight difficulty. 

EMT SCR EMOTIONAL SCARS  E The memories that hurt and distort our perception of the 
world 

END GAT ENDORPHIN GATE  MVB 

The formulative material for all endorphins is made in the 
thalamus medulla. A miasmic condition in most humans, 
usually started between age 55  and 60, begins shutting 
down the cofactor of hormones and nerves, depleting both. 

ENDR CN ENDORPHINE 
CENTER ENGAGE  E 

The Thalamus synthesizes endorphintides into endorphins. 
If, at some time during the early development before age 3, 
the child is disconnected (physically or emotionally) from the 
mother, the synthesis center does not fully develop. Later in 
life this can become (1) the subconscious "hole" in self 
acceptance (2) the pursuit of something or others to fill the 
hole or (3) the resignation that life often excludes happiness. 
The type of patterns that develop are (1) needy relationships 
(2) co-dependency on others, or with drugs, alcohol or 
tobacco (3) overly serious/under happiness attitudes, 
professions or life. The remedy seeks to rekindle the 
synthesis of endorphins so the life is happier, dependency 
reduces and even physical healing increases. 
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ERGOT ERGOT  F 
Liver mold that precedes inability to detox chemicals and 
alcohol and is often a component of liver cirrhosis.  Mental 
problems plus allergies. 

ERTH MG EARTH MAGNETIC 
RHYTHM  S 

Stabilizes the feeling of magnetic rhythm disrupted by the 
Mars effect on the Earth's core. Since women are more 
sensitive to magnetic disruptions most of the symptoms for 
this remedy are in women as nausea, emotional tiredness 
and physical susceptibility to infections. Because men are 
more sensitive to electrical disturbances, see SUN ELC for 
Mars effect on men. 

FEAR FEAR  E Stuck emotion that needs help to process out. 

FEAR MR FEAR MEMORY  MVB 

A history of fear locks in the Hippocampus and becomes a 
physical Beta Endorphin reverser. The effect spreads 
through the diencephalon inhibiting hormones and other 
endorphins. Life is therefor seen through negative 
endorphins as a struggle and a series of threats. The 
negative endorphins overtax the thymus to demise and 
virtually shuts down the hormonal system. 

FEAR PM FEAR OF POWER 
MISUSE 3-9 E 

This remedy does not automatically make you powerful. It is 
aimed at eliminating the fear that may be an unnecessary 
center pole for your life. If the fear is gone you can develop 
your life, whether or not power may come with it. If you 
avoid possibilities because power "might" develop out of it, 
then you avoid life. This fear is behind most autistic children 
who purposefully disabled themselves for fear of misusing 
power again. 

FEAR RS 
FEAR OF NOT BEING 
RESPONSIBLE 
ENOUGH 

 MVB 
The subject may be one of the most responsible persons we 
know, but they may still fear that they are not responsible 
enough. 

FIS PIC PFIESTERIA 
PISCICIDA  PB 

New microorganism from hogs (to fish) to humans attacking 
the brain mylar sheath, causing anything from abhorrent 
behavior to craziness. 

FOR POL FOUR POLES  MB Two possible forms of Bipolar in the same bottle.  See also 
Two Poles. 

FRD WRM FRIENDSHIP AND 
WARMTH  E 

For liver infections that disincline the subject towards 
emotional warmth with others. The infections cause fears, 
insecurity and negativity instead of the desired warmth with 
others. 

FRGIV FORGIVENESS  E 

Too often this word is religiously misused in English as a 
status of being "holier than thou". The meaning has become 
significant of being able to "turn the other cheek". The 
person, consciously or unconsciously, can thus display or 
claim that they are superior to the forgiven (even when the 
forgiven is themself). This remedy is aimed at helping the 
subject return to the original meaning of the word. It helps 
the subject see all things as a reason " for giving" thanks, 
with no attempt at disguised one upmanship. 

GLT ANT GUILT ANTIDOTE  E Buried GUILT produces subconscious self assessment of 
deserving punishment and failure. 

GOD CST GOD CASTAWAY 7-
30 E 

A core feeling that whatever we define as God has cast our 
very soul away. Subjects often feel a need to do better in life 
to rectify designation as a "castaway". 

GRAT GN GRATITUDE GAIN 3-9 E 

Usually for the child or adult who always wants more (more 
things, more attention, more praise, etc). The remedy aims 
to open the channel in the brain that acknowledges and 
appreciates what the subject already has. 

GRIEF GRIEF  E 
Grief does need to be processed, even if it is decades after 
the EVENT. 
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GROUND GROUNDING  E A sense of feeling comfortable to live in the earth plane 
instead of trying to escape. 

HP EF 
HYPOTHALAMUS 
EXHAUSTION 
FEMALE 

 MVB Causes a loss of libido/sex drive in females interested in 
males. (An enzyme in the Hypothalamus is changed). 

HP EM HYPOTHALAMUS 
EXHAUSTION MALE  MVB Causes a loss of libido/sex drive in males interested in 

females. (An enzyme in the Hypothalamus is changed). 

HRT SOL HEART AND SOUL  E 

A remedy that aims to reattune the 4th (heart) chakra both 
to the soul and to the thymus of the individual. It also aims 
to cancel the magnetic interruption of the thymus/ 4th 
chakra connection and function. 

IN THUN INNER THUNDER  MVB 

A combination of factors aimed at restoring exciting 
hormones in menopause and post-menopause humans. It is 
designed to help reverse menopause without reinstating 
fertility. 

INT INC INTUITION INCREASE  E A mold in the thalamus that blocks one's intuition. 

INTM HR INTIMACY & HURTS  E 

Multiple molds and toxins in the liver create a sense that 
intimacy will only produce hurts. If you have this condition, 
you immediately agree with the first statement. The remedy 
seeks to allow intimacy to rightfully expand the feelings of 
the person who might otherwise welcome intimacy. 

JITRS JITTERS  B Bacteria on adrenals that instigates other diseases and 
causes nervous tension 

JOY FER JOY FEAR  E Fear of enjoying our direction in life, our fuller 
accomplishment and the joy of being all we are.  

JUMPY JUMPY  MF Based on Syphilis Miasm in the brain, a combination of fungi 
like bipolar makes the person anxiety-ridden. 

KNIRAN 
KNOWING I'M 
RECOGNIZED AS 
NEEDED 

 E 

For all people who know they have capabilities needed. By 
establishing this vibration in themselves it reawakens the 
use of the abilities plus lets others know around the world 
how to acknowledge the value that each of us have to the 
whole.   

LIM FIB LIMBIC FIBROSIS  MVB 

An inherited disease that turns nerves into fibroid tissue in 
the brain area of emotions called the Limbic System. The 
disease also weakens the thyroid, parathyroid, liver, 
adrenals and reproductive glands. Subjects often have 
trouble enjoying life and often alienate others. When the 
condition is severe enough it causes a tumor  - Tuber fibro 
leio myxo schwannoma (with 2 retroviruses) - that turns 
decreasing enjoyment to anger and some form of self-
ostracizing behavior. 

LIM ZIM LIMBIC ZIMBIC  MVF 
Unblocks the limbic system where pleasure is processed 
and helps the release of healing endorphins. 
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LMB GRL LIMBIC GROWL  MVB 

By the time this comes the person is generally unhappy, 
whether quietly or loudly. Many things are upsetting and 
complaints, arguments, demands are frequent. There is loss 
of memory that resembles angry Alzheimer's (this often 
mixes with Alzheimer's to cause anger). The subject often 
sees many other people as moody but does not see self that 
way. Periods of personal charm also shine. It is hard to see 
this in self. Take it for the ones you may be alienating and 
don't know it if you find yourself often upset in retrospect. 
Since you can't get hurt if this does not 100% apply, it is 
worth taking as a precaution and prevention of a person you 
don't want to become. 

LOV ABS LOVE FOR ABUSE  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. If you have chosen the role of 
whipping person or victim, you may have allowed many 
people to love you for dodging their own issues. You later 
seek marital mates who are dodging their own issues and 
you may start to play the parent who blames others for your 
foibles. A life based on creation instead of blame works 
better. See BVC Victim Payoff. 

LOV BLK LOVE BLOCK  F 
A fungus on the pons of the brain affects coordination and 
speech response PLUS deters the person's ability to accept 
love. 

LOV DFN LOVE FOR DEFIANCE  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. The rebel may be what got 
everybody's attention and made your parents love you for 
being so independent (less work for them). You could later 
get yourself in trouble with the law and the pattern could 
windup putting you in jail. A blend of cooperation and 
independence may now serve you better. See also 
Penituberculosis. 
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LOV FLR LOVE FOR FAILURE  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. In this instance the pattern of 
failure solicited the feeling of superiority in parents and 
elicited a pity love. The subject never has quite enough 
confidence in themself. Consequently they often apply 
themselves to fields where success is not well measured 
from employment to personal looks to non-measured sports 
(like surfing) to social gadflies. It seems a violation of 
parental love (which often translates into spiritual overtones) 
if they let themselves become successful.  

LOV HR LOVE FOR HATING 
THE RICH 5-8 E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. Henry Ford said there are 
those who think they can and those who think they can't and 
they're both right. The only difference of the rich and those 
who hate the rich is the attitude towards wealth. If you think 
the wealthy are inherently evil you need to look in our 
prisons to realize the wealthy have no corner on evilness. 
Don't criticize it until you've tried it. If you let yourself 
become rich you have every opportunity to prove that rich 
does not equal evil.  

LOV INF LOVE FOR 
INFERIORITY  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. In this instance acting inferior 
locks a person into constant study and analyzing. No matter 
how much is learned or known, it never feels enough to use 
well in life. It often locks a person in their head instead of 
their heart. 
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LOV INV LOVE FOR 
INVISIBILITY  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. In this instance the subject 
was loved for not being a visible and/or present factor in life. 
Subsequently the person lives by never being themselves, 
not being a factor in others lives and, most important, not 
being a factor in their own life. Talents and abilities are put 
aside in the belief they would only interfere in others lives 
and not be welcome. Life is lived on the fringe of society. 
Jobs of responsibility (and good pay) are not sought 
because it would be too much interface with others.  

LOV ME LOVE FOR MEETING 
EXPECTATIONS  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. In this instance the subject 
learned to measure their life by the expectations of others. 
They consequently form their adult life around family and 
work where they constantly answer to the expectations of 
others. Forming a life around what they want is hardly a 
thought, much less a reality. Finding a purpose of their own 
is a true challenge and even more challenging to weave it 
through the patterns of meeting others expectations. The 
remedy is designed to include your own expectations. 

LOV NFT LOVED FOR NOT 
FITTING  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. Trying to be invisible, 
undemanding of a role or place in life so as not to be a 
bother. The person feels like an alien to all walks of life. 
Often there is a seeking of the ethereal or spiritual from a 
sense of not belonging to a group or a walk of life in the 
material world. 
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LOV NLV LOVE FOR NOT 
LOVING 5-8 E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. This remedy is especially for 
children who felt conflict between parents. It was feared that 
loving one would cause rejection from the other parent. Not 
loving or expressing love to either becomes a pattern for 
subsequent relationships. There's a side pattern of not 
noticing or responding to the loving overtures of others for 
fear "somebody" else will feel jealous or rejected. 

LOV NSV LOVE FOR NOT 
SAVING 5-8 E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. If your parents spent as they 
received money, then the child would be loved for the same 
pattern. It is a way of fitting in and condoning parent 
behavior. 

LOV POR LOVE FOR BEING 
POOR 5-8 E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. If your parents had a poverty 
mentality, then to be loved, the child would adopt the same 
pattern. The parents may have had a sense of inability to 
earn money, no sense of their life calling (which would have 
brought money), a blame of the rich or some other anger 
that was more important to live than make money. These 
secondary issues may need to be also approached to 
dissolve the pattern. Poverty is expensive and worth 
dissolving. 

LOV SCR LOVE FOR 
SACRIFICE  E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
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growth instead of limiting life. In this instance the pattern is 
sacrifice, a familiar religious pattern to be praised. When 
applied to all parts of the life, much is suppressed.  

LOV SSM LOVE FOR STATUS 
SYMBOLS 5-8 E 

We all have subconscious strategies for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategies become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. Some families expect children 
to have some status symbols to prove the parents are 
successful. Houses, cars, boats, degrees, jobs can become 
a way to be loved instead of tools to be successful. If you 
use the "things" to achieve your purpose in life you'll be 
happier, but you've got to distinguish symbol from tool by 
how much it helps you achieve your calling. 

LOV WRK LOVE FOR WORK  E 

We all have subconscious strategeis for love. Most are 
related on whatever resulted in love or attention from 
parents or peers. Deep inside it also felt as an act of your 
love to give another a way to express their love. The 
strategeis become patterns applied to all circumstances, 
regardless of appropriateness.  Whatever we feel worked in 
early life becomes a pattern that all the cells form around 
through the rest of life (or until you purposefully change the 
pattern). The patterns therefore have a physical vibration 
and can be dissolved to allow other actions that permit 
growth instead of limiting life. Workaholics express 
fulfillment from work and quietly harbor questions why they 
are always so busy. Many are too busy working to have 
social lives or to make money or to have hobbies and the list 
of limitations is endless. We are more than our work and this 
may be an important opportunity to break the pattern and 
learn other values. See also the Borna Virus Combination 
Work Work. 

LRN SPK LEARNING SPARK  VF 

The most common complications to set into a vaccination-
injured child. Often taken with VAC BRN and PIT CLK. 
Subjects usually have great apathy to school work and little 
interest in using their intellect, except in areas where they 
have emotional interest. 

LYM DYS LYMPHODYSPLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA  MVB Similar to Myelodysplastic Leukemia, this corrects a lifelong 

tiredness resulting in low energy or willful pushing of self. 

MEM SCR MEMORY SCAR  MVB 

The combination of factors that make and increase scar 
tissue in the brain formed by physical or emotional traumas 
in  a person's life. We all have them. According to the 
German Dr Hammer, these scars start the body towards 
disease. 

MRW MB1 MARROW MIASM 
BASE 1 5-6 MVB 

The marrow of the bone makes all the elements for the 
function of the body. If there is trouble in the marrow there 
will be trouble with the parts of the body. The remedy is 
composed of the most fundamental diseases humans (and 
all mammals) carry. Over 99% of humans carry this and it is 
the base of 90% of all saccharide (sugar) interference. The 
body has neither energy nor growth without saccharides. 
The remedy helps the whole body structure, including the 
chemistry of emotions that guide how we structure our life. 
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MSUR UP MEASURE UP  E 

For fears that we do not "measure up" to some unknown, 
vague standard. It is the fear that if we don't perform a 
certain way (nobody seems to know exactly what that "way" 
is) that we won't fit in our favorite group or be accepted by 
that special someone.  

MYL DYS MYELODYSPLASTIC 
LEUKEMIA  MVB 

aka Myelodysplastic Syndrome. Anemia that defies all other 
treatment is the chief symptom, followed by possible weight 
loss, anorexia, abdominal fullness (swollen spleen). LYFB 
LK, MYL LUK often involved. Exposure to benzene and/or 
radiation can trigger.  

ODD OPPOSITIONAL 
DEFIANT DISORDER  MFV 

The name of the (usually) child disorder says it all. See also 
CHLD BP. Please remember this is physical and can be 
cured like a cold. 

OT CAST OUTCAST  E 
A sense of not belonging spreads to not feeling loved or 
loveable in the future. The feeling can spread also to a 
sense of unable to succeed and even retaliatory criminality. 

OVRWLM OVERWHELM 
ANTIDOTE 

6-
20 E 

The condition strongly constricts adrenals and 
thyroids, followed by heart, breathing ability, weight 
and sexual response. It begins in childhood with 
parental conflict or loss and can be much worse when 
there is conflict in the parents' marriage. Over years it 
increases with experiences beyond control, including 
difficult jobs; relationships that made the person feel 
inadequate; failed endeavors; problems with children; 
unrealized hopes; damaging accidents or sicknesses. 
At age 50 the miasmic elements of the family line and 
their inherited overwhelm are felt more profoundly. 
The created chemistry deeply  determines your feeling 
about life and your place in life. It adds greatly to 
stroke potential, heart attack potential, weight 
governed by adrenals and thyroid (too much or too 
little). Subjects become shallow breathers and often 
have magnified trouble breathing with colds and flues. 
It often is taken with the companion remedy, PKU 
Overwhelm. 

PAIN FR PAIN FEAR 
OVERDRIVE  E 

The Thalamus is the pain control center and the location of 
past life memories. The fear of pain from past life memories 
is connected to an excessive enzyme output which 
produces too much of an endorphin for the pain. Subjects 
sleep more than usual and respond to stress with the need 
for more sleep. The long term surplus of the endorphin 
inhibits exploration of new roads in life and dampens 
expression of the self. There is difficulty finding purpose and 
joy in life. 

PAT EXP PATTERN 
EXPANSION  MBF 

For a disease of the ependyma/endothelium covering of the 
hippocampus. The disease creates angiotensin VI which 
contracts nerve axons. With this disease it becomes more 
difficult to expand out of pattern thinking, so it is harder to 
create or accept new thoughts, respond to opportunities and 
to initiate new projects. 

PEN BTR PENICILLIN 
BETRAYAL  F 

Frequent feeling of betrayal, even to the point of attracting 
betrayal. There are also some digestion difficulties. 
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PEN ERG PENIERGOT  F 

This combination of two molds causes explosive, volcanic 
anger/rage that burns hot and quickly cools down. When it 
blows the person can hardly help themselves and doesn't 
understand why the people around them are still shaking 
when they are over it. Remember that ergot is the chief 
cause of cirrhosis of the liver and penicillin is the chef cause 
of house mold allergies. Life will be considerably more 
peaceful after finishing it, although the 1st couple bottles of 
the remedy may stir so additional anger first. 

PEN TUB PENITUBERCULOSIS  BF 

Combination of fungus and bacteria usually found in the 
liver. The combination upsets the chemistry of the person so 
that their life is centered around protest in one way or 
another. The influence is so strong that it prevents the 
subject from ever getting to the creation of their life. Get 
ready for a wonderful major change in your life when you 
take this (and you need it). It is not uncommon to need over 
20 bottles of this. 

PKU LS PHENYLKETONURIA 
LOVING SELF  MVB 

An excess of the essential amino acid, phenylalanine bound 
with the carbon structure of ketones caused by an 
insufficiency of an enzyme yet to be named. This may be 
the boldest and most optimistic attempt to use the PKU 
series. It is designed to open our perspective about 
ourselves so that we see ourselves with more appreciation 
and self love. It won't make you an egomaniac and you may 
need a few Borna Virus Combination remedies to help you 
off the merry-go-round of self condemnation. See also 
CHASTISE, SELF LOATHING, CRITICAL SELF, etc.. 

PON PRS PONS PRESENT   MVB 
An impediment to the function of the pons that impedes the 
ability to genuinely love. Release often produces more 
natural expression of love and compassion. 

POP NOT POP NOT  MVB 

An internal combination that reacts to the satellite broadcast 
which brings people to the point of popping their emotional 
corks. The planned broadcast pushes people to anger and 
to expressing anger in a way we all wish they didn't or we 
didn't. In other words, this is the time to keep a lid on your 
frustrations. Other combinations that don't need a satellite 
broadcast for popping anger are: peniaflatoxin, peniaflagot 
and peniergot. 

PRCHT 1 PARACHUTE 
COMPLEX # 1  MVB 

A virus grips the amygdala in a way that dictates selective, 
overriding thoughts in the emotional balancing part of the 
brain. All other thoughts are run through this emotional filter 
which causes a repeat of the dictated thought. That makes 
all thoughts influenced by this emotion so that every thought 
is part of the physiologically dictated judgment of the world. 
It closes off the subject to different realities. In these cases 
the # 1 virus dictates anxiety and doubts, so that a 
personality mind trait of the person becomes the same. 
Parachutes and minds work best when open. 
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PRCHT 2 PARACHUTE 
COMPLEX # 2  MVB 

A virus grips the amygdala in a way that dictates selective, 
overriding thoughts in the emotional balancing part of the 
brain. All other thoughts are run through this emotional filter 
which causes a repeat of the dictated thought. That makes 
all thoughts influenced by this emotion so that every thought 
is part of the physiologically dictated judgment of the world. 
It closes off the subject to different realities. In these cases 
the # 2 virus dictates fixations. The propensity of the subject 
to form fixations on many things becomes "natural". 
Parachutes and minds work best when open. 

PRCHT 3 PARACHUTE 
COMPLEX # 3  MVB 

A virus grips the amygdala in a way that dictates selective, 
overriding thoughts in the emotional balancing part of the 
brain. All other thoughts are run through this emotional filter 
which causes a repeat of the dictated thought. That makes 
all thoughts influenced by this emotion so that every thought 
is part of the physiologically dictated judgment of the world. 
It closes off the subject to different realities. In these cases 
the # 3 virus dictates thoughts about judging the world 
relevant to fairness and justice. The world seems black or 
white; fair or not fair; right or wrong. That's great for judges 
and lousy for philosophers. It is also hard to live with outside 
the right profession. Parachutes and minds work best when 
open. 

PRCHT 4 PARACHUTE 
COMPLEX # 4  MVB 

A virus grips the amygdala in a way that dictates selective, 
overriding thoughts in the emotional balancing part of the 
brain. All other thoughts are run through this emotional filter 
which causes a repeat of the dictated thought. That makes 
all thoughts influenced by this emotion so that every thought 
is part of the physiologically dictated judgment of the world. 
It closes off the subject to different realities. In these cases 
the # 4 virus dictates disassociation from people and 
societies. The subjects separate themselves from many 
others and live in an isolated world, rarely able to let others 
into their life. Every thought becomes a means by which to 
push others away. Parachutes and minds work best when 
open. 

R A G RAGE  E 
Most do not identify with the intensity of the word, but carry 
the consuming negativity in a way that shapes the whole 
life.      . 

RA FALL RA FALLOUT  C 
Every once in awhile nuclear fallout dumps from the 
stratosphere from long ago tests.  People become irritable 
and have headaches. 

RABIES RABIES  B 

A bacteria thought to be exclusive to dogs that makes their 
bite dangerous. Contrary to popular opinion it passes to 
humans easily, often from the lick of an animal. We have 
used it frequently for children who have a propensity to bite 
other children. Afflicted adults often have argumentative 
personalities - bitey if you will. 

REJOIN REJOIN  E For those who carry deep thoughts, usually buried, of 
ABANDONMENT and/or DESERTION. 

RELAX RELAX  E Sometimes tensions create a need for the muscles to relax 
while the mind stays alert. 

RES LES RESTLESS  E 

A combination of the vibrations of licorice root (for adrenals) 
and wild cherry bark (for pituitary). Intended for the times 
when you burn the candle at both ends and are exhausted 
(because the activity drained the adrenals and pituitary. A 
large help for hot flashes. 
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RESCUE RESCUE  E An old Bach Flower remedy that calms the body in an 
emotional crisis. 

SAFE SAFE  E 
For those who deeply do not feel safe in the earth plane or 
safe to be alive in human form.  Sometimes may 
accompany with SCHIZ. 

SEAL AP SEAL OF APPROVAL  MVB 

A brain condition so deeply involved with our subconscious 
self approval that it prevents our thyroids from sealing our 
inner/outer skin correctly. Its symptoms in light cases start 
with" low thyroid", crusty to bloody nose, easy nose bleeds 
when picked and red spots on the skin. More severe cases 
have thick blood throughout the arteries, scant perspiration, 
double chins, various possible lesions of fingers, toes, 
tongue and lips. Subjects get very tired with age without 
thyroid supplement. Do you want to increase your self 
approval? 

SEN ADR SENSITIVE 
ADRENALS  MVB 

Miasmic condition making people emotionally overly 
sensitive to comments, possible slights,etc. - like an 
emotional hypochondriac.  

SEN OVR SENSORY 
OVERLOAD  MVB 

An inherited nerve condition where neurons move slower 
than the input. Too many things to do, too many demands, 
too many activities can make you occasionally forgetful, 
panicky and even numb. 

SEN SEN SENSIBLE 
SENSUALITY  MVB Adrenal Medulla, bilateral, hormone (yet to be discovered by 

science) for feeling the enjoyment of being your gender. 

SHOCK SHOCK  E 

For an emotional shock usually that is recent (there can be 
long term shock locked in the body). Usually the person 
does not think completely rational, does not respond to 
some emotional input and cannot act fully rational after the 
event. There is also SHOCK GO, a Borna Virus 
Combination in which the person magnifies the effect of a 
shock beyond its proportion and won't let go of the issue in 
consciousness. 

SLF ACP SELF ACCEPTANCE  E 
A certain kind of muscle tension makes an "up-tight" feeling 
that diminishes self confidence. As the remedy helps the 
muscles relax, the self confidence  rebuilds. 

SLF CNT SELF CENTERED  MVB 

If much of your life is winning arguments through 
intimidation (this will clearly take some honest introspection) 
so that you win a lot of battles and lose the war, then this 
remedy will help you. Usually after a breakup, being fired or 
running into the umpteenth wall, you are willing to look at 
this issue. Taking the remedy does not turn you into a wimp, 
but instead will help greater understanding of another's 
viewpoint so that you can make more harmonious solutions. 

SLF DES SELF DESTRUCTION  E 
A judgment on our selves that impels us to sabotage our 
own successes and even try to kill us physically and/or 
emotionally. 
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SLF FND SELF FINDING  MVB 

The Amygdala (in the brain) is considered the emotional 
part of the brain that continues to grow through teenage 
years. Its changes are what make many teenagers such 
firecrackers. When it is incompletely formed, many are stuck 
in this transition of self identity, fears, vanities and need to 
be liked. Essentially it is hard to find who you are until this 
part of the brain is fully developed. This remedy aims to 
finish the Amygdala growth so that you can finish your 
teenage growth and find yourself. It prompts the question 
many have asked, "What am I going to do when I grow up". 
There are some cross-over aspects with the remedy, Peter 
Pan Syndrome. It may sound good to stay in a Peter Pan 
stage, but it also prolongs some of the continued patterns 
and pain of teenage years. Even in your 70s and 80s you 
may need this. For reasons we cannot yet identify, almost 
everybody who chews gum needs this. There are many who 
do not chew gum who also need it. 

SLF IDN SELF IDENTITY  E 
Helps to have a feeling, a knowing of who we are in respect 
to our place and purpose in life. Most of the world would 
acknowledge needing this remedy. 

SORROW SORROW  E Deep sadness that carries some form of helplessness to it. 

STB DEF STUBBORN 
DEFENSIVE  E 

Most forms of stubbornness are based on a defense of 
some position thought to be important, even if it is more 
subconscious than conscious. If you find yourself more 
stubborn than helps you in life, use this to help dismantle 
the pattern and look for the issue you are defending. A little 
flexibility is a strong asset. 

SUN ELC SUN ELECTRICAL 
RHYTHM  S 

Stabilizes the feeling of electrical rhythm disrupted by the 
Mars deflection of electrical rays from the sun. Since men 
are more susceptible to electrical disturbances from the sun, 
most of the symptoms are more commonly in men (starting 
near Feb, 2004).  

SURV SS SURVIVOR STRESS 
SYNDROME  E 

This issue is usually deep in the subconscious, at the base 
of complex, interwoven life strategies. It is like a king pin 
remedy for difficult emotional problems. It spawns from fetal 
experiences when abortion was considered or attempted 
and there were conditions around gestation that made fetal 
survival questionable. The subjects are chameleon-like in 
their ability to do whatever it takes to (1) survive and (2) 
prosper. However prosperity is always only for survival and 
the person never seems to be happy about prosperity. Inner 
conflicts are usually as well-hidden as the stark fear of not 
surviving so that fear/stress is the only way of life known, 
until the issue is resolved. Diseases develop out of long-
term stress. 

T GRND TEETH GRINDING  B Also called Bruxism, this condition is caused by a specific 
bacteria in the adrenals. 

TERROR TERROR  E 

The emotion is multiple times fear. It is paralyzing and 
produces strongly conflicting actions. Whether it comes from 
this lifetime or before it can so rule your decisions at a deep 
level that you think life is simply the way you live it (with 
terror). You may not think of this word, especially when the 
word terrorist is used so often in society, but think of it as an 
absolute ruler of your emotions and you might find its hidden 
presence. 

TIG FOC TIGER FOCUS  E 
Helps adolescents enter puberty more gracefully and 
(somewhat) tame the hormone rush. 
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TIR CRN TIRED & CRANKY  MVB 
A miasm based insufficiency of adrenals.  Long term pattern 
of getting so tired that the person is uncontrollably cranky. ( 
Especially in menopause) 

TOXO TOXOPLASMOSIS  P 
A more direct approach to the parasite when it is in other 
organs than the pancreas (kidneys, adrenals). 
Uplift/Sassafras oil still good for pancreas-location 

TRAPED TRAPPED 3-
10 E 

The subject feels confined or has an apprehension of feeling 
confined by an activity, like intimacy or marriage, or a job, or 
an organization. 

TRUST TRUST  E 

Trust is a personal, spiritual realization of a divine flow. The 
sense of connection as well as the sense of the good is 
written in every religious book. Yet, it is still very personal. It 
is a feeling that transcends knowing. It is a wonderful 
requirement for all spiritual growth. Initial tests show that 35 
to 60 bottles are not uncommon needs, which may be a 
statement about our current level of evolution. Don't be 
afraid to go for the whole need since fear or denial are the 
most common enemies of trust. 

TWO POL TWO POLES  MFB 
Tuberculosis miasm in brain attracts pituitary funguses and 
CLM GRN for bipolar depression. LMF GRN also needed 
sometimes.  

VILATD VIOLATED  E 

This feeling brings out defensiveness, anger and the 
propensity to push others away. It strongly controls a life, 
whether it is conscious or unconscious; real or imagined; or 
magnified past reality. 

WORTH WORTHWHILE  E For those who carry thoughts, usually deeply buried, of 
WORTHLESSNESS 

WOZ ADN WOOZIE ADRENALS  MF 
Inherited slowness of adrenal causing perpetual tiredness 
and drained thyroid, increasing to weight problems and 
depression. 

YAWS YAWS  B 

This spirochete is called a "non-venereal" syphilis. It doesn't 
seem to understand the classification. This syphilis and the 
regular venereal syphilis (See SYF or BRN NIB) are often 
found accompanying genital herpes. In countries of good 
nutrition this seems symptomless, except many issues of a 
subject arise and don't heal well or easily. Nothing heals in 
the presence of venereal syphilis and the same is true to a 
lesser extent with Yaws. 

ZNON TB ZERALENONE 
TUBERCULOSIS  TB 

A liver infection causing the subject to constantly search for 
what is wrong or deficient about a person or subject. Like 
the current reporter trend, no matter what is good or 
overwhelmingly laudable or beneficial, the subject will look 
for something to criticize. It would be like the relentless 
fixation of Mother Teresa's hangnails. The subject creates 
an image of negativity and can hardly curtail themselves. 
The subjects may learn social coping skills of looking 
positive, but the drive to tear something down is underlying. 
All because of a liver infection. See also Negative Nogley. 

ZRNL TB ZERALENOL 
TUBERCULOSIS  TB 

A liver infection impelling the subject to change the viewpoint of 
someone or some group. If the subject has not yet found their life 
purpose, the subject may choose a number of subjects that he or 
she must change others' viewpoints. It makes for strangely 
combative relationships. The subject may make full effort like a 
driven salesperson to convince the other person. Whether the 
salesperson fails or succeeds, they soon abandon the other person 
when the effort no longer bears fruit. Not good for marriages, 
relationships with bosses or even friends. The subject is often at 
odds with authorities. All relationships suffer because of a liver 
infection. See also Enemy. 
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